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A duality is established between left and right ideals of a finite dimensional
Grassmann algebra such that if under the duality a left ideal I and a right ideal J
correspond then I is the left annihilator of J and J the right annihilator of I.
Another duality is established for two-sided ideals of the Grassmann algebra where
two ideals that correspond are annihilators of each other. The dual of the principal
ideal generated by an exterior 2-form is completely determined. Q 1996 Academic
Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
 .In a finite dimensional Grassmann algebra we define the left right
 .annihilator of a right left ideal as the set of elements whose products on
 .  .the left right with elements of the ideal are zero and it is a left right
ideal. Theorem 1.1.5 establishes a duality between left and right ideals of
the Grassmann algebra such that if under the duality a left ideal I and a
right ideal J correspond then I is the left annihilator of J and J is the
right annihilator of I. We define the annihilator of a two-sided ideal to be
the intersection of its left and right annihilators and it is a two-sided ideal.
Theorem 1.2.3 establishes a duality between two-sided ideals of the Grass-
mann algebra such that if under the duality two ideals correspond then
they are annihilators of one another. We define an ideal to be proper if its
left and right annihilators coincide and are equal to its annihilator and
prove that a homogeneous ideal is proper.
 .A knowledge of the annihilator K I of an ideal I enables us to
characterize I by means of exterior equations. If k . . . k are generators1 r
 .  < 4for K I then I s i g HV i n k s ??? s i n k s 0 . For this reason1 r
we compute the annihilator of the ideal generated by a linearly indepen-
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dent set of vectors in the underlying vector space and relate it to the
factorization problem of an exterior form into a wedge product of k
vectors and an exterior form. The second section of the paper is devoted to
the determination of the annihilator of the principal ideal generated by an
exterior 2-form. As a consequence given a 2-form m and a form v, we
obtain a system of exterior equations whose satisfaction by v is a neces-
sary and sufficient condition for v to factor into v s t n m for some
exterior form t . The global version of this factorization problem is briefly
discussed.
1. ANNIHILATORS OF IDEALS IN THE GRASSMANN
ALGEBRA
1.1. Left and Right Annihilators
Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over a ground field k with dual
space V * and HV s [n Hp V and H*V s HV * s [n Hp V * theps0 ps0
corresponding Grassmann algebras.
 .  <1.1.1. DEFINITION. Let I be a right ideal. Then K I s k g HVL
4k n i s 0 ;i g I is defined to be the left annihilator of I. It is readily
 .  .verified that K I is a left ideal. The right annihilator K J of a leftL L
ideal J is analogously defined and is a right ideal.
1.1.2. Left and right duality operators. Let x g HV and L : HV ª HVx
be left multiplication by x and d L : H*V ª H*V be its dual and letx
V g Hn V * be a fixed dual volume element. We then define the left
L L  . L  .  .duality operator ) : HV ª H*V by ) x s d V . If , is the dualx
 L  ..  .pairing between HV and H*V then u, ) x s x n u, V ; x, u g HV.
 4  U U4If e , . . . , e is the basis for V, e , . . . , e the dual basis for H*V,1 n 1 n
 4e n ??? n e N 0 F i - i - ??? - i F n the induced basis for HV andi i 1 2 p1 p
 U U 4e n ??? n e N 0 F i - i - ??? - i F n the corresponding dual basisi i 1 2 p1 n U U L for H*V and if V s e n ??? n e , it can be verified that ) e n1 n i1
.  .sgn s U U  .e n ??? n e s y1 e n ??? n e , where j j . . . j is the seti i j j 1 2 nyp2 p 1 nyp
 .of complementary indices and s s i . . . i j . . . j is a permutation of1 p 1 nyp
 . L1 2 . . . n . ) is thus an isomorphism. We can also define the right
duality operator )R using the right multiplication R instead of L andx x
 R  ..  . R obtain analogous equations: u, ) x s u n x, V and ) e n ??? ni1
.  .sgn t U U  .e s y1 e n ??? n e , where t s j . . . j i . . . i is a permuta-i j j 1 nyp 1 pp 1 nyp
 .  . pnyp.tion of 1 2 . . . n . We note that sgn t s y1 sgn s and hence if e :
< p  . pnyp.HV ª HV is the automorphism of HV defined by e s y1H V
then )R s )L (e and )L s )R (e .
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1.1.3. PROPOSITION. Let I be a right ideal. Then
 .   ..i K K I s I.R L
 .  . nii dim K I q dim I s dim HV s 2 .L
 .iii There exist commutati¨ e diagrams






 .Proof. Let i: I ; HV and j: K I ; HV be the inclusions and i*:L
U  . U  . LH*V ª K I and j*: H*V ª K I be the restriction maps. Since )L L
is an isomorphism and i* is onto it follows that the composite i*()L is
 L .  L  ..  ..onto. u g Ker i*() iff x, ) u s u n x, V s 0 ; x g I , which
 .  L .  .clearly shows that K I ; Ker i*() and if u f K I then thereL L
 4exists x g I such that u n x / 0. Let us choose a basis e , . . . , e for V1 n
and express u n x s l e n ??? n e . Since u n x / 0 it follows thati . . . i i i1 p 1 p
 .  .l / 0 for some i , . . . , i . Let j , . . . , j be the set of comple-i . . . i 1 p 1 nyp1 p
mentary indices and t s e n ??? n e . Then y s x n t g I since I is aj j1 nyp
 L  ..  .right ideal and y, ) u s u n x n t , V s "l / 0 and this givesi . . . i1 p
 L .  .a contradiction. Hence Ker ) ( i* s K I and this proves the first partL
 .of iii . If we take dimensions of both sides under the isomorphism,
f .  .HVrK I ª I* we obtain ii . By reasoning analogous to that used toL
 R .   ..prove the first diagram we deduce that I : Ker j*() s K K IR Lf U  ..  .and we obtain an isomorphism HVrK K I ª K I . HenceR L L
  .  .  .  .dim K K I q dim K I s dim HV s dim K I q dim I by ii .R L L L
  ..   ..Thus dim K K I s dim I and this gives equality, i.e., K K I sR L R L
 .  .I , which proves both i and the second diagram in iii .
1.1.4. PROPOSITION. Let I be a left ideal. Then
 .   ..i K K I s I.L R
 .  . nii dim K I q dim I s dim HV s 2 .R
 .iii There exist commutati¨ e diagrams
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Proof. Identical with that of Proposition 1.1.3.
1.1.5. THEOREM. There exists a duality between left and right ideals of the
Grassmann algebra such that if under the duality a left ideal I and a right
 .  .ideal J correspond then I s K J and J s K I .L R
Proof. Let A and B be the set of left and right ideals of the Grass-
mann algebra, respectively. We define mappings T : A ª B and U: B ª A
 .  .  .  .by T I s K I ;I g A and U J s K J ;J g B. Then TU s 1 byR R
Proposition 1.1.3 and UT s 1 by Proposition 1.1.4.
1.1.6. COROLLARY. Let I be a two-sided ideal. Then the automorphism
 .  .e : HV ª HV interchanges K I and K I .L R
Proof. Let i: I ; HV be the inclusion and i*: H*V ª I* be the
 .restriction maps. Then by Propositions 1.1.3 and 1.1.4, K I sL
 L . w  R x   ..Ker i*() (e s e Ker i*() s e K I .L
1.2. The Annihilator of a Two-Sided Ideal
From now onward when we say ideal we shall mean a two-sided ideal.
 .1.2.1. DEFINITION. The annihilator K I of an ideal I is defined by
 .  .  .K I s K I l K I .L R
1.2.2. PROPOSITION.
 .  .i K I is an ideal left in¨ariant under the automorphism e .
 .   ..ii K K I s I.
Proof.
 .  .  .i Let k g K I , v g HV, and x g I. Then v n k n x s v n
 .  .  . k n x s 0 since k g K I and hence v n k g K I . Also, x n v nL
.  .  .k s x n v n k s 0 since x n v g I and k g K I and thus v n kR
 .  .  .  .  .g K I . Hence v n k g K I l K I s K I . This shows that K IR L R
 .is a left ideal. Similar argument shows that K I is also a right ideal.
 .  .Hence K I is an ideal. The fact that e leaves K I invariant follows
from Corollary 1.1.6.
 .   ..   ..   ..   ..ii K K I s K K I l K K I : K K I lL R L R
  ..K K I s I l I s I , by Propositions 1.1.3 and 1.1.4 the other inclu-R L
  ..sion trivially holds, and hence we have equality, i.e., K K I s I.
1.2.3. THEOREM. There exists a duality among ideals of the Grassmann
algebra. Two ideals that correspond under this duality are annihilators of each
other.
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Proof. Let S be the set of ideals of the Grassmann algebra and define
 .  . 2a mapping f : S ª S by f I s K I ;I g S. Then, f s 1 by Proposi-
tion 1.2.2.
 .The annihilator K I of an ideal I will be called the dual ideal of I.
This is not to be confused with the vector space dual I* of I.
 .  .1.2.4. DEFINITION. An ideal I is called proper iff K I s K I sL
 .  .K I . Note that if an ideal is proper then dim K I q dim I s dim HR
V s 2 n.
1.2.5. OBSERVATION. A necessary and sufficient condition for an ideal
 .  .I to be proper is that the automorphism e leave either K I or K IL R
invariant.
Proof. It follows from Corollary 1.1.6.
 .1.2.6. OBSERVATION. If an ideal I is proper so is K I .
  ..   ..   ..   ..Proof. K K I s K K I s I and K K I s K K I sL L R R R L
  ..   ..I by Propositions 1.1.3 and 1.1.4 and thus K K I s K K I s I.L R
1.2.7. LEMMA. Let I and I be proper ideals. Then I l I and1 2 1 2
I q I are also proper and1 2
 .  .  .  .i K I l I s K I q K I1 2 1 2
 .  .  .  .ii K I q I s K I l K I .1 2 1 2
 .  .Proof. Let k g K I i s 1, 2 , k s k q k , i g I l I . Then i gi 1 2 1 2
I and k n i s 0 and similarly k n i s 0. Hence k n i s 0 and thus1 1 2
 .  .  .  .k g K I l I . Hence 1. K I q K I : K I l I . ReplacingL 1 2 1 2 L 1 2
 .  .I by K I i s 1, 2 and using Proposition 1.2.2 we obtain I q I :i i 1 2
  .  ..K K I l K I . Taking dimensions of both sides gives dim I qL 1 2 1
 . n w  .  .x ndim I y dim I l I F 2 y dim K I l K I , i.e., 2 y2 1 2 1 2
 .  n .  n . w  .dim I l I F 2 y dim I q 2 y dim I y dim K I l1 2 1 2 1
 .x  .  .  . w  .K I , dim K I l I F dim K I q dim K I y dim K I l2 L 1 2 1 2 1
 .x  . w  .  .xK I , and dim K I l I F dim K I q K I . We deduce from2 L 1 2 1 2
 .  .  .  .this and inclusion 1 that K I q K I s K I l I . Similarly K I1 2 L 1 2 1
 .  .  .q K I s K I l I and hence I l I is proper and K I q2 R 1 2 1 2 1
 .  .  .  .  .K I s K I l I , which proves i . Replacing I by K I i s 1, 22 1 2 i i
 .and taking K of both sides yield ii .
1.2.8. OBSERVATION. If an ideal I is multiplicatively generated by
ev  . w n r2x 2 igenerators which lie in H V s [ H V then I is proper.is0
ev  .  .Proof. Let g g H V be the multiplicative generators 1 F i F r . Ifi
 .  .k g K I , g n k s k n g s 0 1 F i F n since g lies in the center ofL i i i
 .  .  .HV and thus k g K I . Hence K I : K I and the reverse inclu-R L R
sion symmetrically follows.
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1.2.9. LEMMA. A homogeneous ideal is proper and its dual ideal is also
homogeneous and proper.
Proof. Let I be a homogeneous ideal. Then I s [n I , wherepps0
p n  . pI s I l H V. Let k s  k g K I for k g H V and x g I .p ps0 p L p q q
Then 0 s k n x s n k n x and since HV s [n Hp V is a directq ps0 p q ps0
sum decomposition, it follows that k n x s 0. Varying x over I forp q q q
 .  .all 0 F q F n we see that k g K I and K I is thus a homogeneousp L L
 .ideal. The automorphism e hence leaves K I invariant and hence I isL
 .  .proper by Observation 1.2.5. K I s K I is homogeneous and henceL
also proper.
1.2.10. Remark. Proposition 1.2.2 enables us to characterize proper
ideals of the Grassmann algebra by means of exterior equations. Suppose
 .I is a proper ideal and K I is multiplicatively generated by generators
 .  <k , . . . , k . Then by ii of Proposition 1.2.2, Is vgHV vnk s???s1 r 1
4  .v n k s 0 . This if course presupposes that K I is known. The determi-r
 .nation of K I may be a formidable problem, as we shall see in Section 2.
w .x  .1.2.11. LEMMA. Let 0 / x g V. Then K x s x .
Proof. Let U be a complementary subspace in V to the 1-dimensional
f  .subspace generated by x. There is an isomorphism, HU ª x given by
 . ny1  . w .xD ª x n D. Thus dim x s dim HU s 2 . Clearly x : K x and
w .x n  . n ny1 ny1 w .xdim K x s 2 y dim x s 2 y 2 s 2 . Hence dim K x s
 . w .x  .dim x and thus K x s x .
1.2.12. COROLLARY. Let 0 / x g V and v g HV. Then v s t n x for
some t g HV iff v n x s 0.
 41.2.13. PROPOSITION. Let x , . . . , x be a linearly independent set of1 k
w .x  .¨ectors in V. Then K x , . . . , x s x n ??? n x .1 k 1 k
Proof. Let U be a complementary subspace in V to the k-dimensio-
nal subspace generated by x , . . . , x . Then there is an isomorphism,1 kf  . HU ª x n ??? n x given by D ª x n ??? n x n D and thus dim x n1 k 1 k 1
. nyk??? n x s dim HU s 2 . Also we have a direct-sum decomposition,k
 .  . n nykHV s HU [ x n ??? n x and hence dim x n ??? n x s 2 y 2 .1 k 1 k
 . w .x w .xClearly x n ??? n x : K x n ??? n x and dim K x n ??? n x s1 k 1 k 1 k
n  . n k  . w2 y dim x n ??? n x s 2 y 2 s dim x n ??? n x . Thus K x n1 k 1 k 1
.x  .??? n x s x n ??? n x .k 1 k
 41.2.14. COROLLARY. Let x , . . . , x be a linearly independent set of1 k
¨ectors in V and v g HV. Then v s t n x n ??? n x for some t g HV1 k
iff x n v s . . . s x n v s 0.1 k
w xAs a further corollary we recover 1, Theorem 1 , e.g.,
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1.2.15. THEOREM. Let v g HV and R : HV ª HV be right multipli-v
cation by v. Then v factors into the wedge product of k 1-¨ectors and an
exterior form iff dim Ker R G k.v
1.3. Abelian Ideals
1.3.1. DEFINITION. A proper ideal I is called an abelian ideal iff
 .I : K I .
1.3.2. DEFINITION. An abelian ideal I is called a maximal abelian
 .ideal iff I s K I . Note that the dimension of a maximal abelian ideal is
1 ny1dim HV s 2 .2
1.3.3. Types of maximal ideals
 4 n pLet e , . . . , e be a basis for V and I s [ H V the unique1 n ps1
 .maximal ideal of HV. Let I s e , . . . , e be the ideal in HVk 1 2 ky1
 w . x.multiplicatively generated by e , . . . , e 1 F k F n q 1 r2 . Then its1 2 ky1
k th-power, I k is a maximal abelian ideal. I k and its images underk k
automorphisms of V are called maximal abelian ideals of type k. Two
maximal ideals of types k and l are isomorphisms iff k s l. Thus classes of
different types of maximal abelian ideals form the non-isomorphic classes
k  k .of maximal abelian ideals in HV. Also, I s D s I .s g AutV . k
2. THE DUAL OF THE PRINCIPAL IDEAL GENERATED
BY AN EXTERIOR 2-FORM
 .2.1. The Principal Ideal m
ev  .Let m be an exterior 2-form in V. Since m g H V , it follows from
 .Observation 1.2.8 that the principal ideal m generated by m is a proper
ideal.
 .2.2. The Ideal u m
 .Suppose rank m s 2 s. Then there exists a linearly independent set
 4x , . . . , x , y , . . . , y of vectors in V such that m s x n y q ??? qx n y .1 s 1 s 1 1 s s
 .Define m s x n y 1 F j F n so that m s m q ??? qm . Thenj j j 1 s
 .  .  .  .m y m n m q m s m q m n m y m s 0 andi j i j i j i j
 .2m y m s y2m n m s 2 x n y n x n y . Take all possible partitionsi j i j i i j j
 .  . .  .i j ??? i j k k ??? k , i F j 1 F k F r , i - ??? - i , k - ???1 1 r r 1 2 sy2 r k k 1 r 1
w x  .- k , for all 0 F r F sr2 and let u m be the homogeneous idealsy2 r
 .  .multiplicatively generated by generators g s m y m n m y ma i j i j1 1 2 2
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 . sn ??? n m y m n ¨ n ??? n ¨ in H V, where ¨ is either x ori j k k k kr r 1 sy2 r j j
 .  .y 1 F j F s y 2 r . u m is a homogeneous ideal and is thus proper byk j
 . w .xLemma 1.2.9. Also, u m : K m .
 .2.2.1. LEMMA. E¨ery element v g u m has an expression of the form
v s l n g a a
a
for l g HV.a
 .Proof. Every element v g u m by definition has an expression v s
 .  . a n g n b , a , b g HV; g s m y m n m y m n ??? na a a a a a a i j i j1 1 2 2
 . n pm y m n ¨ n ??? n ¨ . Let b s  t , where t g H V.i j k k a ps0 a , p a , pr r 1 sy2 r
 . p sy2 r . X n  . p sy2 r .Then g n t s y1 t n g . Define b s  y1 t .a a , p a , p a a ps0 a , p
n  . p sy2 r . XThen g n b s  g n t s  y1 t n g s b n g anda a ps0 a a , p a , p a a a
hence a n g n b s a n bX n g . Putting l s a n bX yields the re-a a a a a a a a a
sult.
2.2.2. Equi¨ alence classes of generators
We define an equivalence relation on the set of generators. Let g sa
 .  .  .m y m n m y m n ??? n m y m n ¨ n ??? n ¨ and g si j i j i j k k b1 1 2 2 r r 1 sy2 r
 .  .  .X X X X X X X Xm y m n m y m n ??? n m y m n u n ??? n u be twoi j i j i j k k1 1 2 2 t t 1 sy2 t
 X X X X.generators. Then g ; g iff r s t, i j ??? i j is a permutation ofa b 1 1 t t
 . X  .Xi j ??? i j , k s k , and u s ¨ 1 F j F s y 2 r . The equivalence1 1 r r j j k kj j
 . w xclasses are denoted by D ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ for 0 F r F sr2 and ¨ isk k k k1 2 sy2 r j
 .either x or y . If s is even, D f denotes the equivalence class ofk kj j
 .  .  .generators, g s m y m n m y m n ??? n m y m . Leti ja i j i j sr2 sr21 1 2 2
 .D ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ be an equivalence class and let u be the comple-k k k k1 2 sy2 r j
 4  4  4  .ment of ¨ in the set x , y , i.e., ¨ , u s x , y 1 F j F s y 2 r .k k k k k k kj j j j j j j
 .Then D u , u , . . . , u is called the ``dual'' class ofk k k1 2 sy 2 r
 .D ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ .k k k1 2 sy2 r
 .2.2.3. LEMMA. Let g and g be two generators for u m . If theira b
equi¨ alence classes are not dual then g n g s 0.a b
Proof. Since g and g do not belong to dual equivalence classes therea b
< <exists k such that WLG x g but y ¦ g . If x g then obviously1 k a k b k b1 1 1
 . <g n g s 0. Suppose there exists k / k such that m y m g . Thusa b 2 1 k k b1 2
 .g n g contains x n m y m s yx n m as a factor. If g hasa b k k k k k a1 1 2 1 2
either x or y at the k th-place then g n g contains the wedgek k 2 a b2 2
product of this with x n m , which is zero and hence g n g s 0. So letk k a b1 2
us assume WLG that there exists k / k such that g contains m y3 2 a k 2
.  .m as a factor. Then g n g contains yx n m n m y m sk a b k k k k3 1 2 2 3
x n m n m as a factor, which would be zero if k s k . We thusk k k 3 11 2 3
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 .assume that k , k , k are all distinct. Continuing in this manner, we find1 2 3
either that g n g s 0 or that there exist distinct integers k , k , k , . . .a b 1 2 3
 .  .  .such that g s x n m y m n m y m n ??? g s m y m na k k k k k b k k1 2 3 4 5 1 2
.  .  .m y m n . . . and this is a contradiction since deg g / deg g .k k a b3 4
 42.2.4. LEMMA. Let V be a ¨ector space with basis e , . . . , e . Define the1 2
 . U Uisomorphism f : V ª V * by f e s e , where e is the dual of e . If U ; Vi i i i
is any subspace of V then the composite map c : U ; V ªf V * ªrest.n U* is
an isomorphism.
 4  .Proof. Let u , . . . , u be a basis for U m F n and express u s1 m i
n  .  .  . a e 1 F i F m , where A s a is an m = n -matrix with linearlyjs1 i j j i j
independent rows and has rank m. Let At be the transpose of A. Then
t  .  .  . .B s AA is a non-singular m = m -matrix. Let B s b . Then c u ui j i j
 n U . n . n  . m Us  a e  a e s  a a s b , i.e., c u s  b u .ks1 i k k ls1 jl l ks1 i k jk i j i js1 i j j
  .4Since B is nonsingular, it follows that c u is a linearly independent seti
and hence is a basis for U*. Thus c is an isomorphism.
 42.2.5. DEFINITION. Let V s x , y , . . . , x , y be a 4n-dimensional1 1 2 n 2 n
 . 2 nvector space. m s x n y 1 F j F 2n . Let T be the subspace of H Vj j j
 .  .  .4 spanned by m y m n m y m n ??? n m y m , i F j 1 Fi j i j i j k k1 1 2 2 n n
.  . .  .k F n , i - ??? - i as i , j i , j ??? i , j runs through the set of1 n 1 1 2 2 n n
 .  .  .  <2, 2, . . . , 2 partitions of 1, 2, . . . , 2n . Define K T s t g T t n t9 sT
40 ; t9 g T .
 .2.2.6. LEMMA. K T s 0.T
 . U  . UProof. Let f : V ª V * be defined by f x s x and f y s y andi i i i
Hf : HV ª H*V be the induced map which maps the induced basis for
 .HV into the dual basis for H*V. Let ): HV ª H*V be the left duality
operator. Then an easy computation shows that
) m y m n ??? n m y m .  . 4i j i j1 1 n n
s . Hf m y m n ??? n m y m . 1 .  .  .  . 4i j i j1 1 n n
Let i: T ; HV be the inclusion and i*: H*V ª T* be the restriction
map. Define a , c : T ª T* by a s i*()(i and c s i*(f ( i. Applying i*
 .to Eq. 1 yields
a m y m n ??? n m y m .  . 4i j i j1 1 n n
s .c m y m n ??? n m y m . 2 .  .  . 4i j i j1 1 n n
 .a maps K T to zero. However, c is an isomorphism by Lemma 2.2.4T
 .  .and thus a is an isomorphism by Eq. 2 . Hence K T s 0.T
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 4  .2.2.7. Remark. Let U s x , y 1 F j F s and let U be a complemen-j j j
tary subspace to U [ U [ ??? [ U in V. In the following proposition we1 2 s
2  .shall regard m q m q ??? qm g H U [ U [ ??? [ U [ U and1 2 sy1 1 2 sy1
 .  .u m q m q ??? qm ; H U [ U [ ??? [ U [ U and similarly1 2 sy1 1 2 sy1
for the other terms.
 .   ..  . 22.2.8. PROPOSITION. u m l K u m s u m q ??? qm m H U q1 sy1 s
 . 2  . 2u m q ??? qm q m m H U q ??? qu m q ??? qm m H U .1 sy2 s sy1 2 s 1
 . 2Proof. Let g g u m q ??? qm m H U . Then g s g n m for1 sy1 s a s
 .  .  .g g u m q ??? qm . g s m y m n ??? n m y m n ¨a 1 sy1 a i j i j k1 1 r r 1w . x  . .  .n ??? n ¨ , where 0 F r F s y 1 r2 and i j i j ??? i jsy1y2 r 1 1 2 2 r r
 .  .k . . . k is a partition of 1 2 . . . s y 1 . g s g n m s g n x n1 sy1y2 r a s a s
 .  .y s .x n m y m n ??? n m y m n ¨ n ??? n ¨ n y gs s i j i j k sy2 r s1 1 r r 1
 .u m , hence RHS : LHS.
 .   ..Conversely, let g g u m l K u m . By Lemma 2.2.1 we can write
g s a n g s a n g .  a a a a
a  .  .D ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ g gD ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨k k k a k k k1 2 sy2 r 1 2 sy2 r
 .Fix an equivalence class D ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ of generators and letk k k1 2 sy2 r
 .D u , u , . . . , u be the ``dual'' equivalence class and let g gk k k b1 2 sy2 r
 .  .D u , u , . . . , u . Then g n g s 0 ;g f D ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ byk k k a b a k k k1 2 sy2 r 1 2 sy2 r
Lemma 2.2.3. Then
0 s g n g s a n g n g 1 .b a a b
 .g gD ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨a k k k1 2 sy2 r
 .Let i , i , . . . , i , 1 F i - i - ??? - i F s, be the complementary in-1 2 2 r 1 2 2 r
 .  .dices to k , k , . . . , k in 1 2 . . . s . Let W be the 4 r-dimensional1 2 sy2 r
 4 2subspace of V spanned by x , y , . . . , x , y , m s x n y g H Wi i i i j i i1 1 2 r 2 r j j
 . 2 r 1 F j F 2 r . Let T be the subspace of H W generated by m yl1
.  .4  .  .m n ??? n m y m as l m . . . l m runs through the setm l m 1 1 r r1 r r
 .  .2, 2, . . . , 2 partitions of i , i , . . . , i . Then g s t n ¨ n ??? n ¨1 2 2 r a a k k1 sy2 r
and g s t n u n ??? n u for some t , t g T. Define V9 s ¨b b k k a b k1 sy2 r 1
n ??? n ¨ n u n ??? n u s .x n y n ??? n x n y sk k k k k k ksy 2 r 1 sy2 r 1 1 sy2 r sy2 r
.m n m n ??? n m . Then g n g s t n t n V9 and define V0k k k a b a b1 2 sy2 r
s .x n y n ??? n x n y s .m n m n ??? n m . Then t n t si i i i i i i a b1 1 2 r 2 r 1 2 2 r
 .n V0 for unique integers n . The matrix n is non-singular byab a b a b
Lemma 2.2.6. Define V s V9 n V0 s x n y n ??? n x n y s m n1 1 2 r 2 r 1
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 .m n ??? n m . Then g n g s n V. Substituting into Eq. 1 yields2 2 r a b a b
0 s n a n V . ab a
 .g gD ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨a k k k1 2 sy2 r
 .Since the matrix n is non-singular, we deduce that a n V s 0 ;g gab a a
 .D ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ , i.e., a n x n y n ??? n x n y s 0. It followsk k k a 1 1 2 r 2 r1 2 sy2 r
from Proposition 1.2.13 that a s a n x q aX n y q ??? qa na a , 1 1 a , 1 1 a , 2 r
X  Xx q a n y . Then a n g s a n x q a n y q ??? qa n2 r a , 2 r 2 r a a a , 1 1 a , 1 1 a , 2 r
X .  .  .x q a n y n m y m n ??? n m y m n ¨ n ??? n ¨ .2 r a , 2 r 2 r l m l m k k1 1 r r 1 sy2 r
 .  .Take the term x n m y m n ??? n m y m n ¨ n ??? n1 l m l m k1 1 r r 1
 4¨ . Suppose 1 g k , k , . . . , k and assume WLG that k s 1. Ei-k 1 2 sy2 r 1sy 2 r
ther ¨ s x , in which case the term is zero or ¨ s y and the termk 1 k 11 1
 .  . equals m y m n ??? n m y m n ¨ n ??? n ¨ n m g u ml m l m k k 1 21 1 r r 1 sy2 r
. 2  4q ??? qm m H U . Now suppose that 1 f k , k , . . . , k and thes 1 1 2 sy2 r
 .  .term equals x n m y m n ??? n m y m n ¨ n ??? n ¨ s1 l m l m k k1 1 r r 1 sy2 r
 .  .m y m n ??? n m y m n x n ¨ n ??? n ¨ n m gl m l m 1 k k m2 2 r r 1 sy2 r 1
 . 2u m q ??? qm q ??? qm m H U and similar for the other terms.Ã1 m s m1 1
This shows that a n g g RHS and hence that g g RHS and this showsa a
that LHS : RHS and hence equality, i.e., LHS s RHS.
 .  .2.3. Duality between m and u m
 .  . w w .x 2.3.1. LEMMA. m l m s K m q ??? qm q ms 1 sy1 1
.x 2q ??? qm m H U .sy1 s
Proof. Let U be a complementary subspace to U [ ??? [ U in V and1 s
w w .x  .x 2let v g K m q ??? qm q m q ??? qm m H U . Then v s1 sy1 1 sy1 s
w .xv n m q v n m for v g K m q ??? qm and v s t n1 s 2 s 1 1 sy1 2
 .  .m q ??? qm for t g H U [ ??? [ U [ U . Then v n m s v n1 sy1 1 sy1 1 1
 .m q ??? qm q v n m s v n m and v n m s t n1 sy 1 1 s 1 s 2 s
 .m q ??? q m n m s t n m n m and thus v s v n m q t n m1 sy1 s s 1
 .  .  .  .n m s v q t n m n m g m . Also, v g m . Hence v g m ls 1 s s
 .  .  .m . Conversely, let v g m l m . Then, v s t n m for some t g HVs s
 .and since HV s H U [ ??? [ U [ U m HU . We can write t s t q1 sy1 s 0
 .  .t n x q t n y q t n m for t g H U [ ??? [ U [ U 1 F i F 3 .1 s 2 s 3 s i 1 sy1
 .Thus v s t n m q t n x n m q t n y n m q t n m n m. v g m0 1 s 2 s 3 s s
w .xs K x , y by Proposition 1.2.13 and thus 0 s v n m s t n m n ms s s 0 s
w  .x  .s t n m q ??? q m n m g H U [ ??? [ U [ U m HU .0 1 s s 1 sy1 s
 . w .xHence t n m q ??? qm s 0, i.e., t g K m q ??? qm . Also,0 1 sy1 0 1 sy1
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 .t n m s t n m q ??? qm q m s t n m . 0 s v n x q t n y0 0 1 sy1 s 0 s s 2 s
w  .xn m n x s yt n m n m s y t n m q ??? qm n m . Hence ts 2 s 2 1 sy1 s 2
 .  .n m q ??? qm s 0 and t n y n m s t n m q ??? qm n y1 sy1 2 s 2 1 sy1 s
 .s 0. Similarly, t n x n m s 0. t n m n m s t n m q ??? qm n1 s 3 s 3 1 sy1
 .  .m s a n m , where a g m q ??? qm . Thus v s t q a n m gs s 1 sy1 0 s
w w .x  .x 2K m q ??? qm q m q ??? qm m H U .1 sy1 1 sy1 s
w  .x  . w  . 22.3.2. LEMMA. K u m l m s K u m q ??? qm m H U qs 1 sy2 sy1
 . 2 x 2??? qu m q ??? qm m H U m H U .2 sy1 1 s
w  .x  . Proof. Let v g K u m l m . Then v s t n m for t g H U [s s 1
.??? [ U [ U , where U is a complementary subspace to U [ U [sy1 1 2
 .  .??? [ U in V. Let g s m y m n ??? n m y m n ¨ n ??? n ¨s a i j i j k k1 1 r r 1 sy2 r
 . w x  .  .be a generator for u m , where 0 F r F sr2 , i j . . . i j1 1 r r
 .  .k k . . . k is a partition of 1 2 . . . s and ¨ is either x or y . If1 2 sy2 r k k kj j j
 4s g k , . . . , k then g n v s 0 anyway; so the generators which1 sy2 r a
 4contribute non-trivially are those for which s g i j . . . i j . Suppose g1 1 r r a
is such a generator and assume WLG that j s s. Thenr
0 s g n v s m y m n ??? n m y m n m n ¨ n ??? n¨ n t .  .a i j i j s k k1 1 r r 1 sy2 r
s m y m n ??? n m y m n m n m n¨ n ??? n¨ n t .  .i j i j i s k k1 1 ry1 ry1 r 1 sy2 r
s g n m n t , where g g u m q ??? qm q ??? qmÃ .b i b 1 i sy1r r
1 F i F s y 1 . .r
w  . 2 x w Thus t g K u m q ??? qm q ??? qm m H U : K u m qÃ1 i sy1 i 1r r
. 2  .x 2??? qm m H U q ??? qu m q ??? qm m H U and hencesy2 sy1 2 sy1 1
w  . 2  .v g K u m q ??? qm m H U q ??? qu m q ??? qm m1 sy2 sy1 2 sy1
2 x 2H U m H U and the argument can be reversed so as to prove the1 s
converse.
w  .x  .2.3.3. THEOREM. K u m s m .
By using the duality between and ideal and its annihilator, we can also
state Theorem 2.3.3 in an equivalent form.
w .x  .2.3.3. THEOREM*. K m s u m .
 . w  .xProof. Clearly m : K u m .
 .The converse will be proved by induction on s s rank m . For s s 1,
 .  . w .x w .xm s x n y and u m s x, y s K x n y s K m . Let s ) 1 and as-
 .sume the induction hypothesis for s y 1 . Let v s x n y q ??? qx n y ,1 1 s s
 4  .U s x , y 1 F j F s and let U be a complementary subspace toj j j
 . U [ ??? [ U in V and regard u m q ??? qm ; H U [ ??? [ U [1 s 1 sy1 1 sy1
.  .U . Let I denote the restriction of x , y to HU . Thens s s s
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 .  .  .  .u m q ??? qm l x , y s u m q ??? qm m I : u m . Thus1 sy1 s s 1 sy1 s
K u m : K u m q ??? qm l x , y .  .  .1 sy1 s s
s K u m q ??? qm q K x , y by Lemma 1.2.7. .  . 1 sy1 s s
s m q ??? qm q x n y .  .1 sy1 s s
by the induction hypothesis and by Proposition 1.2.13,
 .  . w  .xwhere m q ??? qm ; H U [ ??? [ U [ U . Let v g K u m .1 sy1 1 sy1
 .We can write v s t n m q ??? qm q t 9 n m or v s t n m q a n1 sy1 s
m , where a s t 9 y t .s
a n m g K u m l m .  .s s
2s K u m q ??? qm m H U q ??? .1 sy2 sy1
2 2qu m q ??? qm m H U m H U by Lemma 2.3.2. .2 sy1 1 s
2s K u m q ??? qm l K u m q ??? qm m H U .  .1 sy1 1 sy1 s
by Proposition 2.2.8.
2s K u m q ??? qm q u m q ??? qm m H U .  .1 sy1 1 sy1 s
by Lemma 1.2.7 and Proposition 1.2.2.
2s m q ??? qm q K m q ??? qm m H U .  .1 sy1 1 sy1 s
by the induction hypothesis
s m l m by Lemma 2.3.1. .  .s
 .  .Thus v s t n m q a n m , where a n m g m . Hence v g m .s s
 42.3.4. Remark. The vectors x , . . . , x , y , . . . , y were used in the1 s 1 s
 .  .definition of the ideal u m . However, Theorem 2.3.3 showed that u m is
independent of the choice of these vectors.
2.3.5. DEMONSTRATION. Let m s x n y q x n y q x n y be of1 1 2 2 3 3
rank 6 and v g HV. Then according to Theorem 2.3.3, v factors into a
wedge product v s t n m for some t g HV iff v satisfies the following
system of exterior equations.
1. v n x n x n x s 0 8. v n y n y n y s 01 2 3 1 2 3
 .2. v n x n x n y s 0 9. v n x n y y x n y n x s 01 2 3 1 1 2 2 3
 .3. v n x n y n x s 0 10. v n x n y y x n y n y s 01 2 3 1 1 2 2 3
 .4. v n x n y n y s 0 11. v n x n y y x n y n x s 01 2 3 1 1 3 3 2
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 .5. v n y n x n x s 0 12. v n x n y y x n y n y s 01 2 3 1 1 3 3 2
 .6. v n y n x n y s 0 13. v n x n x n y y x n y s 01 2 3 1 2 2 3 3
 .7. v n y n y n x s 0 14. v n y n x n y y x n y s 01 2 3 1 2 2 3 3
2.4. The Global Problem of Factorization
Let z be a vector bundle over a topological space X and m a 2-form
 .and v a form on z . At each point x g X, define u m as an ideal ofx
 .  .  .  .H z and put u m s D u m . If m is of constant rank then u mx x g X x
w  .xis a subbundle of H z . Suppose v g K u m ; x g X. Then by Theoremx x
 .2.3.3, v factors into v s t n m for some t g H z and this can bex x x x x
done locally in some neighborhood of every point. The question is, what
primary and higher obstructions will be hit for a global factorization of this
form, i.e., for the existence of a continuous form t on z such that
v s t n m?
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